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Introduction
Joel Mullan, Young Fabians Policy Officer

As we launch this pamphlet at the 2013 Party Conference, the next General Election is firmly on the horizon. An election victory for Labour in two years time will require a number of essential elements – an enthused membership, a professional campaign organisation, and millions of interactions with voters on the doorstep. An equally important requirement however is a compelling political narrative and a bold policy offer. It is this which we will concentrate on over the next 30 pages.

The need for big ideas

Opposition undoubtedly offers space for bold thinking, with Shadow Ministers unshackled from what James Purnell has described as ‘the stifling self-censorship of Government’.

But this luxury of opposition is one that large swathes of the electorate can ill afford. Millions are paying a high price for the failure of progressive politics at the last election and in the days that followed it. The Coalition’s failure to deal with the consequences of the 2008 global economic crisis, together with a maladroit approach to cuts has led to a living standards crisis, with the Institute for Fiscal Studies estimating that the poorest decile of the population will see their incomes drop by 4.5% over the next four years.

The Labour frontbench therefore has a responsibility to use Opposition to think beyond the same old tired ideas, and develop new policies which will capture the public imagination and energise the party’s membership. The next manifesto must offer more than managed decline, but appeal to the hopes and aspirations of the electorate. Labour needs to rediscover the spirit of 1997, where a radical yet realistic manifesto led to the election of a government responsible for many of our party’s greatest recent achievements – Sure Start, the National Minimum Wage, and the transformation of an underperforming school system to name but a few.

The first theme running through this pamphlet is that British politics needs big ideas. From the outset we have framed our thinking around the notion that Labour is at its best when it is at its boldest. The challenges Britain will face between now and 2020 will not be solved by tinkering around the edges. A Labour government taking office in May 2015 will not only have to correct some of the worst excesses of the current administration. It will also have to come to grips a number of long term domestic and global policy challenges - the implications of an ageing population, greater uncertainty around the UK’s energy supply and the growing importance of the emerging economies. These are big challenges, which require bold thinking and big ideas.

Developing these big ideas was the challenge which we laid down to our members earlier this year. Every summer since 2008 we have run a series of consultative ‘Policy Commissions’ in parallel to those run by the Labour Party, in order to bring the unique insights and perspectives of young people into the policy debate. The commissions organise events, webchats, focus
groups and visits around a particular policy theme, and bring together Young Fabian members with leading politicians, academics, journalists and community leaders.

**Lack of growth, living standards and avoiding austerity**

The second theme running through each of the chapters is the importance of developing a more sophisticated narrative around Britain’s future prosperity. Each chapter therefore looks at a different dimension of our economic future.

The likely economic situation the new Government will face in 2015 will inevitably bring constraints on public spending, but Labour must avoid falling into the trap of simply offering austerity-lite policies. *We must invest in Britain’s future.* In the chapters that follow we identify a number of areas where targeted investment is required – such as building a careers service which is fit for purpose or putting the right infrastructure in place for effective regional development, arguing that the returns from such policies in the long term will far outweigh the cost of implementing now. But we also make recommendations on how government can spend money more effectively or boost revenue. Our energy commission suggests an innovative new mechanism to boost government returns from infrastructure spending, whilst our youth unemployment commission suggests reforms which will deliver more bang-for-our-buck in apprenticeship funding.

**Overview of chapters**

In Chapter 1, Charles Malissard, Ian Tennant and Charlie Samuda highlight the trilemma of challenges facing policymakers in the UK’s energy sector. They call for greater ambition and honesty in the UK’s carbon budgets (the principal policy mechanism in the UK for tackling climate change) and also propose that UK government guarantees and subsidies for new energy infrastructure are reciprocated with equity stakes in the infrastructure built.

In Chapter 2, Richard Bell calls for Labour to fully embrace the localist agenda – and suggests modifications in order to bring Labour values to the blueprint for full-throttled localism offered by former Conservative Deputy Prime Minister Lord Heseltine.

In Chapter 3, Alvin Carpio reports on the findings of the work of the YF Policy Commission on Youth Unemployment. The commission demands a revolution in careers education, calls for upgrades to the education system so that it reflects the needs of 21st century employers and sets out ways a future government could usefully use procurement, PR and the apprenticeship system to deliver ‘work that works.’

Finally, in Chapter 4, Felicity Slater and Jack Storry explore youth attitudes to social care, one of biggest challenges emerging from the recent shifts in demographic trends. They report incoherence amongst public opinion. They look at mechanisms for improving responsiveness to patient wishes, and suggest that a measure of satisfaction be introduced to complement existing performance measures.
Next steps and conclusions

I hope that this publication represents the beginning of a conversation rather than the end of one. This autumn the Young Fabians will host a series of events where Shadow Ministers and civil society will respond to the proposals we have put forward in this pamphlet. As we head into 2014, and ever closer to the next election the Young Fabians will continue to provide a platform for debate and advocate for the Labour Party to set the bar higher in including young people in policy-making.

A New Energy: Ideas for achieving a low carbon, secure and affordable energy future

Charles Malissard, Ian Tennant & Charlie Samuda

Energy policy is an issue of critical importance to the security and prosperity of our country, and an issue which is becoming more high profile and controversial. Recent debates around climate change targets, consumer prices, shale gas, new nuclear plants, and onshore wind have shown how this policy area can inflame passions and lead the political debate. As such, it plays an important part in elections, and will be a particularly high profile issue in 2015. The policy debate is driven by the three key themes of climate change, energy security and cost of living. Each of these areas poses its own enormous challenges, and a good energy policy needs to provide a balanced solution that satisfies the demands of all of them. This Policy Commission has looked at this energy ‘trilemma’ facing our politicians, and has come up with some concrete solutions for Labour to consider and adopt as part of its offer to the electorate in 2015.

The capacity crunch

Firstly, whoever wins the next election will face the challenge of an impending energy capacity crunch, caused by old power plant being decommissioned and a lack of new plant coming online to replace it. This is a challenge which the Coalition has singularly failed to act upon: the outgoing Chief Executive of Ofgem, Alistair Buchanan CBE, warned in February 2013 that this could have serious implications, by way of possible power shortages, as early as 2015, and ris-
ing consumer bills\textsuperscript{1}. Mr Buchanan was clear that this lack of capacity is partly due to the UK’s environmental targets which have taken old coal and oil plant out of the energy generating mix, but commentators have come increasingly into agreement that part of the blame for the current situation must lie with lack of long term planning on behalf of politicians.

From all sides of the political spectrum, it is clear that blame is being laid squarely at the feet of current and former Governments. For example, Martin Vander Weyer, Business Editor of the Spectator, wrote in April that the indecision and lack of planning has been endemic in Ministers including Chris Huhne and Michael Heseltine, but also pointing the finger at Ed Miliband for focusing so clearly on climate change targets rather than securing capacity first during his time as Energy Secretary\textsuperscript{2}. In July this year, economist John Kay blamed the situation on ‘prevaricating politicians’\textsuperscript{3}.

This situation has been exacerbated by the political paralysis that has been inflicted upon the Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC), by the Coalition. The two parties’ vast differences in opinion over energy policy have arguably prevented real progress being made in a number of sectors, notably renewables (due to Conservative opposition) and nuclear (due to Liberal Democrat opposition). The spectacle of John Hayes’ high profile six months as energy minister embody the lack of direction and conviction at DECC, as shown by the high profile policy disagreements and his eventual dispatching from the Department.

This is a deadly combination: A fast approaching deadline coupled with an indecisive administration. This is why Labour must be able to offer bold and innovative solutions that will be able to shore up the situation quickly, and with the public on their side.

**Climate change**

The debate over climate change continues to rage. The Fabian Society’s Green Labour programme has been exemplary in showing how Labour can champion ‘popular environmentalism’, and challenge the ‘false choice’ between the environment and economic prosperity\textsuperscript{4}. Meanwhile, the Labour front bench has also been leading the fight against the Government’s refusal to include the 2030 decarbonisation targets in the Energy Bill, alongside representatives of the energy industry. They have rightly opposed claims that the targets would damage prospects for our energy security, and argued that the targets are vital to ensure the right climate for investment\textsuperscript{5}.

It truly is time for the UK to lead the way in ensuring energy policy is led by the imperative to tackle man-made climate change - this will require real stringency in the way we set a limit on the UK’s carbon emissions. Some of this was put in motion by the last Labour Government, but as already discussed, all of these programmes have been stymied by the political indecision prevalent in DECC under the Coalition.

The public back Government support for clean energy and comprehensive action to tackle the challenge of rising emissions. A recent Sunday Times poll showed that the majority of Britons
(even UKIP voters) support subsidies for renewables. Therefore Labour has the opportunity to rise above the political foibles of the Coalition parties and support the technologies necessary to achieve our climate change targets, and even set more ambitious targets. As we argue below, the creation of clear targets and a framework to limit rising emissions is the right way to support green energy and to ensure that the issues of price and supply can be addressed in a context that also allows the UK to be a leader on environmental issues.

**Infrastructure and investment**

Finally, all of this requires investment. Meeting the twin challenges of ensuring energy security and tackling climate change will cost the consumer money. Labour has been right to point out the flaws in the current consumer market, and has been bold in pushing for major reforms to break the dominance of the Big Six energy companies over the consumer market. The Coalition has been big on rhetoric in this area but not on action. It is still unclear how their proposals surrounding energy tariffs will be implemented, and what effect this would have on prices for the average consumer. However part of the answer to this conundrum surely lies in part to the answers to the other two parts of this trilemma – energy security (i.e. less dependence on gas from the East, and now even Coal from the USA), and a stable investment climate to ensure stability.

Looking at all of these three areas, it is clear that the current situation is immensely challenging, but is also an opportunity for Labour to make its mark in this extremely important policy area. We need to challenge the Coalition in its lack of decision making, propose bold policy ideas on top of the great proposals that the Shadow DECC team is already advocating, and create a ‘backstop’ to ensure that, whilst addressing prices and supply, progress on climate change does not slip down the agenda. Based on the above analysis, we propose the following solutions to help our country achieve energy security, tackle climate change, and ensure fairness for the consumer.

**Proposal 1: A carbon budget with ambition**

The decision of the last Labour government to establish the Committee on Climate Change (CCC) as an independent agency with the right to set and oversee a national emissions reduction target represented a bold yet pragmatic attempt to suck the politics and short-termism out of climate policy. The intention was for the CCC to emulate the role of an independent central bank by setting legally binding 5-year carbon budgets (the maximum amount of greenhouse gases the UK could emit) in a process that was largely removed from government interference.

**Real limits on emissions to support the green economy**

The current coalition has, however, reduced the stringency of this approach by pushing the setting of the decarbonisation target for UK power stations back past the next election. Labour has already committed to enforcing a binding CO2 emissions target for 2030 but a more compre-
hensive, and progressive policy should seek not just to re-instate the target but to actually push for an increase in the ambition of the target, in-line with a more rapid reduction in emissions.

At present the UK has a domestic carbon reduction target that is out of line with our international pledges to take action on climate change - we're saying one thing at the UN negotiations and doing another at home. Evidence from the Environment Audit Committee has shown that even if the UK were to achieve the targeted in the current carbon budget our emissions would still be above the level needed to avoid a 2oC climate change scenario, something that the UK has pledged to avoid at the UN’s Copenhagen summit. Kevin Anderson of the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research has argued that the UK emissions need to start falling in the order of magnitude of 10% per annum to achieve these objectives.

The policy consequences of such a tightened carbon budget on rest prices and security of supply are likely to be significant. The most likely consequences would be a higher investment requirement (in order to deliver nuclear, renewables and CCS very rapidly) and a high impact on household energy prices to meet the more ambitious pace of change. However ignoring these potential costs with an inconsistent carbon budget does not make them go away. Important decisions on green investment need to be taken if the UK is to build climate-resilient infrastructure. The first step is acknowledging the scale of the transformation that the economy will need to undergo - the next step will be financing that infrastructure as outlined below.

**Carbon consumption**

The second area where the setting of carbon budgets could be improved is to incorporate ‘carbon consumption’ instead of ‘carbon production’ into the way the budgets are calculated. This technical-sounding proposal has significant changes for identifying how much progress the UK is really making on climate change. The CCC has examined changing the way the UK accounts for its CO2 emissions to include not just the emissions that are actually ‘produced’ within the UK (e.g. from power stations) but also for the actual emissions ‘consumed’ in the products we import. As a result the UK and other service-based economies are arguably overselling their progress on emissions reductions by reaping the benefits of lower emissions as a result of their domestic industry and manufacturing moving overseas, for example to China. The UK is therefore free-riding on its climate obligations by the way we currently count our CO2 emissions. A change in policy would set a different framework for thinking about progress on climate change in an energy policy context and would have important implications for the international and domestic discussions on climate justice and ethics. The left should be leading in this discussion and Labour in government has an opportunity to drive a more progressive stance on climate policy by making this change.

We therefore recommend that a future Labour government shelters energy and environmental policy from the changing political weather by giving the independent CCC a broader remit in setting carbon budgets. Instead of pushing carbon targets in opposition and potentially swinging away from them at a later stage given economic constraints Labour should allow the CCC to manage carbon budgets in line with our international climate commitments and to ensure
that these carbon budgets reflect the carbon emissions actually driven by the behaviour of the UK. An honest framework for carbon emissions is needed to set the context for a successful energy policy.

Proposal 2: Fairer financing – public stakes in infrastructure

Currently, for any major infrastructure project, whether in transport or in energy related, the state is compelled to put in place subsidies, warranties, and tax breaks and other risk mitigation measures to increase the incentives for private and institutional investors to finance developers’ projects. The use of such policy instruments is bound to increase as the infrastructure renewal programme in the UK becomes ever more necessary, entailing an increase in the amount of direct and indirect financial support the public purse will be giving to infrastructure project developers.

Whilst it is reasonable to expect the state to mitigate the perception of risk for investors, the extent to which the practice of tax cuts, subsidies and risk guaranties are being used by the current government to shale gas, nuclear, wind and rail projects is problematic:

- The public finances are already in a dire state, and cannot be expected to bear the upfront risks associated with construction, and the long term commitments associated with grandfathering of subsidies.
- It creates a precedent for investors and developers, whereby the subsidy, the tax breaks and the warranties become expected for all projects.
- These ‘gifts’ do not come attached with many obligations on the part of the investors and developers.
- It creates inherent market failures, whereby some projects which would not be viable economically without the state’s intervention are rendered economically interesting because and only because of the state incentivisation policies. Yet once the projects are completed they are driven with shareholder’s interest in mind, and not with the aim of returning the favour to the public and or the Treasury.
- It is a form of mutualisation of risk and privatisation of gains.

A way forward

We recognise the need for the state to play a fair part in mitigating the real and perceived risks to investors and developers by offering warranties, and subsidies, and also the importance of the state in lowering the cost of development capital and increasing the interest of infrastructure funds and banks to take up equity in infrastructure projects. However, it is clear that a new approach to government involvement in infrastructure is needed. Under current mechanisms, very few financial benefits go back to the public purse.

We propose that the state continues to opt for a pro-active enabler of infrastructure investment in this country using all the policy tools at its disposal to this effect. However when and if the
project gets completed, it should argue for a greater stake in it (either in equity, or in return on investment) proportionate to the financial total of the subsidies, warranties and tax breaks it put in place initially to get the project underway. If the state invested directly and indirectly around £100 million in a £1 billion project, it should expect to get 10% of the completed project’s equity value. This is not a socialist proposal, neither is it an orthodox liberal proposal, but it is a proposal full of sense.

Case Study: the UK nuclear industry
Despite the claims by the UK nuclear industry that it will be able to build new reactors without public subsidies, there are several existing subsidies which go unmentioned. These include:

- Limited liability for nuclear operators in the case of an accident.
- The Nuclear Installations Inspectorate covers the costs of the pre-construction safety analysis.
- The Office of Civil Nuclear Security pays towards security of both nuclear facilities and nuclear materials in transit.
- The Government pays the costs of the UK’s membership of the EU nuclear agency, Euratom, and the International Atomic Energy Agency — both of which do promotional and safety work for nuclear power.
- The UK Government is paying for research into so-called “Generation 4” reactor Designs.

Case Study: the Contract for Difference
In the UK energy market, the Contract for Difference, which caps the minimum and maximum cost at which electricity can be bought from a generator, entails a form of subsidy which mitigates revenue risk.

Whilst we could not, and indeed should not expect all these forms of investment and direct/indirect forms of financial support to be borne by investors, there is a case for the state to recoup some of these upfront costs and risk mitigating measures by owning some equity in the finished project.

This approach would not impede on the private sector’s model of operation yet it could ensure a more efficient analysis of risk and enable the public purse to reap more of the benefits associated with the project for which it bore the construction risk. How the reward is calculated, collected, distributed, and allocated by the government is up for discussion, but the idea that what is put in initially should be expected to reap benefit to the public purse seems to make sense. If this approach was taken for major infrastructure projects, this could form the basis of an infrastructure sovereign fund, which could then be used to finance new infrastructure projects.
Conclusions

With these recommendations, we seek to strike a balance between the competing demands that the country faces to secure “A New Energy”. These recommendations should be considered in order to remedy the uncertain future faced by numerous energy infrastructure projects and ideas in the UK, whilst maintaining and further securing the UK's commitment to a low carbon future and affordable energy prices.

We have outlined a new approach to infrastructure financing that secure future projects, and a new approach to carbon budgets that drives our green economy. The Labour Party and the Fabian Society has been leading the way in this debate in the face of political indecision and stalemate under the Coalition Government, and we hope this Commission contributes to a winning suite of manifesto pledges on energy policy from Labour.

Localism: an opportunity to restructure the economy?

Richard Bell

A One Nation economy

With the 2015 general election on the horizon, Labour has begun to flesh out its economic policy platform. The party has announced plans for a network of regional investment banks, a restored 10p tax rate, intervention in failing markets like energy and a renewed focus on apprenticeships for young people who don’t attend university.

Each of these policies signify a move towards a new ‘One Nation’ economic model. The post-Thatcher UK economy is characterised by an unsustainable reliance on the financial sector as its only major engine of growth, and a low-wage, low-skilled, ‘race-to-the-bottom’ model of competitiveness. A One Nation strategy would seek to rebalance our economy, breaking up monopolies in order to push up living standards for the ‘squeezed middle’, and strengthening high-skills, high-wage sectors such as advanced manufacturing so as to renew Britain’s competitiveness and more evenly distribute its income amongst its workforce.

This strategy borrows heavily from Germany’s ‘Mittelstand’ model, wherein productive and efficient supply chains incorporating large numbers of SMEs and a technologically literate, well-trained and well-paid workforce generate the foundations of strong regional economies. The investment in infrastructure, research, training and quality control which underpins this model is made possible through a highly decentralised system of government, with policy con-
Correspondingly, we believe that Ed Miliband’s Labour must avoid duplicating New Labour’s reliance on the City, and instead distribute Britain’s economic power amongst its regions. An emerging commitment to localism can be detected in the party’s regional banks strategy, the place-based approach to welfare advocated by Jon Cruddas and Liam Byrne and what’s been revealed of Hilary Benn’s New English Deal. If Labour truly aspires to create a British Mittelstand, though, it must implement a far more radical shakeup of public spending policy still.

A model for radical economic devolution

In his government-commissioned No Stone Unturned report, the former Conservative Deputy Prime Minister Lord Heseltine contends that local councillors and business leaders are far better placed than Whitehall-based civil servants to design effective growth strategies for their areas. Heseltine proposes that funding streams for skills, employment, infrastructure, housing regeneration and business support should be transferred to Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) – policy-making partnerships driven by local authorities, businesses and further education providers – through an amalgamated single funding pot totalling £70 billion.

The Government’s decision to devolve a mere fraction of this sum, announced in summer 2013, should not have come as a surprise. At its core, Heseltine’s model is far more consistent with One Nation economics than post-Thatcher Conservatives’ desire to safeguard the City’s wealth and Whitehall’s power over local government. His recommendations chime with Miliband’s notion of ‘responsible capitalism’ in that they would see businesses participate actively in civic life. They would also, if effected, constitute the beginnings of a British Mittelstand, through mandating production of local growth strategies allowing for smart specialisation, the provision of skills training closely matching local employers’ needs and the development of sophisticated, symbiotic supply chains.

Adopting this public spending approach could, moreover, enable Labour to craft a leaner, smarter state in line with the demands of deficit reduction and the post-austerity political context. The greater the proportion of infrastructure spending commitments a local area is empowered to shape, the more opportunities local leaders will identify for cost-saving, joint working, integrated service provision and policies reflecting its specific characteristics. Devolving significant public spending power to communities would, therefore, allow a holistic and place-based spending approach to take hold over the siloised and service-based slant which too often characterises modern British government.

In order to forge an authentically One Nation economic and political system, then, Labour should embrace Heseltine’s reforms – exposing the inadequacy of the Coalition’s half-hearted implementation of them in the process. The party should pledge to transfer to LEPs the full pot advocated by the former DPM, including funding streams for policy areas such as skills and employment support maintained as almost entirely centrally administered by the Government.
Shifting the terms of the economic policy debate

This strategy might, furthermore, represent a means by which Labour could reshape the political conversation on the economy to its advantage. To date, the party has set out very few details regarding its public spending plans for government. This is partly because the Shadow Chancellor sensibly refuses to make spending decisions whilst the economic circumstances which will surround the general election remain uncertain. It’s also, however, as the two Eds find themselves in something of a catch-22 position.

The credibility Labour has begun to regain on economic policy would quickly dissipate at the first sign the party isn’t sufficiently committed to reducing the deficit, and it’s hard to imagine any large spending commitment not being successfully spun as profligacy by our opponents. On the other hand, avoiding making decisions isn’t a workable long-term strategy, and the void created by the leadership’s taciturnity is at risk of being filled by a narrative crafted by Lynton Crosby.

Labour is consequently unable to articulate an economic vision with the clarity and strength of purpose necessary to reach undecideds or capitalise fully on the Government’s economic failures. The party requires an economic narrative for use until 2015’s battlelines have been established which is both straightforward and attractive but which doesn’t focus on levels of spending- a messaging strategy to circumvent the political constraints of the current economic policy debate. Giving local areas more say over their own growth strategies – taking power over the development of your local economy away from Whitehall and handing it back to your community in Doncaster, Darlington or Derby – should form the basis of that message. This doorstep-ready narrative would hold instant appeal for large numbers of voters and interests.

It plays into two commonly discounted dimensions of public engagement with politics – the surprisingly small geographical areas with which people identify and the widespread antipathy towards Westminster – and cuts across the left-right political divide.

It describes an approach favoured by the business community. The CBI and Confederation of Small Business alike welcomed Heseltine’s report, and private sector support would help to persuade the electorate and business-minded media that Labour constitutes a credible economic alternative.

It would energise the party’s activist base. Labour’s failure to take a radical or especially clear line on public spending has caused the internal excitement which greeted Miliband’s election as Leader to wane; and a call for patience whilst the leadership assesses the economic terrain will not spark enthusiasm amongst the individual trade unionists who may soon decide whether to pledge their support and money to the party. Transferring economic policy powers to communities has long attracted stronger support from ordinary party members than the front bench, which historically has distrusted local policy-making. Adopting this narrative would, then, offer potential campaigners and small donors evidence of One Nation Labour’s will and capacity to fundamentally reshape the contours of the UK economy.
Building on No Stone Unturned

Whilst we endorse the general thrust of Heseltine's vision, there are some aspects of it, and of the Treasury's application of it, that plainly cannot be reconciled with progressive principles. We thus propose a series of changes aimed at consolidating that model with One Nation Labour values.

Direct devolution

Whilst the Coalition has accepted Heseltine's recommendation that the single pot should be apportioned through a competitive bidding process, the next Labour government should at the earliest opportunity replace this system with one of unconditional devolution. Competitive bidding will result in a sub-optimal allocation of resources as it encourages applicants to underestimate risk and overestimate the potential benefits of investment. More significantly, it will fail to deliver the certainty of investment required for local public-private partnerships to truly flourish. Heseltine favours this system in part as it will preclude local policy makers from deviating substantially from Whitehall policy objectives - the criteria for successful bids serving to incentivise the implementation of programmes reflecting government priorities. Investors, however, will refrain from making the large multi-year commitments necessary to kickstart major infrastructural improvements if they suspect that shifting political winds at Westminster could result in the financial rug being pulled out from under them, as would surely be the case when even successful bids would deliver funding for short periods of time.

The greatest deficiency of the Government's approach, though, doesn't just concern functionality but betrays a clear ideological preference. Competitive bidding will leave unsuccessful local communities in the financial lurch. Whereas the Tories may favour this sort of unimpeded market dynamic, Labour should recognise that it will exacerbate and entrench existing inequalities between economic subregions and is consequently incompatible with One Nation economics.

A system of direct devolution, wherein each LEP's allocation is calculated to reflect the geographical size, population and economic profile of – as well as the rate of relative deprivation within – its area, would sidestep these complications. This system would generate real investment confidence in local growth plans by handing communities the keys to their economies, and direct much-needed investment towards all sections of the UK including the most vulnerable.

Better business involvement

Most LEPs as presently constituted are not representative of numerous elements of their constituent economies. Very few SME owners or employees sit on LEP's governing Boards and trade union engagement is dismally low. One Nation Labour's core opposition to entrenched interests of all stripes should lead it to guarantee all sectors and types of business a say in LEPs'
affairs. Moreover, the continued non-involvement of the interests specified above would be particularly detrimental to the construction of efficient supply chains and distribution networks incorporating large numbers of SMEs generating high wages for skilled workers.

Labour must, then, empower local authorities to regulate the composition of LEP Boards and create a duty to ensure fair representation of the sectors, business types and – mirroring Germany’s more collaborative, conciliatory approach – trade unions driving local economies. Councils might, for their part, consider compensating SME representatives on LEP Boards either through direct payments or expenses reimbursements.

The party could additionally boost SME involvement in LEP activities by encouraging those bodies to establish systems of federated, sub-LEP area Boards to make spending decisions and sets strategies affecting clearly delineated localities. This would ensure the views and interests of district council representatives as well as SMEs aren’t eclipsed by those of big business or city or county-level stakeholders. Indeed, whilst the extra powers afforded to some cities through the Government’s City Deals have led LEPs to focus disproportionately on growing urban economies, a federated system would also enhance representation of ex-industrial, non-metropolitan and rural areas.

**Democratic accountability**

Labour’s democratic values dictate that all policy decisions must be accountable to the public, but no one elects business leaders. Labour should, therefore, introduce a governance model for LEPs empowering a simple majority of council representatives on partnership Boards to veto all policy and spending decisions; and require that the leader or lead members for finance of all councils should sit on either their LEPs or sub-LEP area Board. This reform – installed alongside a mechanism for council backbench scrutiny of LEP activities – would confer authentic democratic legitimacy onto LEPs and safeguard voters’ democratic prerogative by allowing them to adjust local economic policy through the ballot box. Labour might further catalyse the materialisation of political leadership at the LEP area-level by incentivising the establishment of combined authorities. The party’s Shadow Infrastructure Minister Lord Adonis envisions these authorities as comprising council leaders and LEP representatives from across multi-authority conurbations, and as exercising those functions of their constituent councils that relate to economic development and regeneration in circumstances where sub-regional policy harmonisation is necessary.

**Mayors for growth**

To function effectively this system would require the leadership of capable, powerful and well-known local politicians. There are many talented and successful leaders at the helm of local authorities throughout the UK, but they are rarely endowed with the soft power or name recognition that characterise elected mayoralities. 10% of the population can name their council leader. In council areas with directly elected mayors, this figure rises to 57%. Mayors can, moreover,
lay claim to a greater democratic mandate than traditional council leaders as they are directly elected by whole cities or council areas. These factors afford them a level of influence traditional leaders lack in negotiations with the government, business and other external stakeholders. Accordingly, Labour should seek to rollout the directly elected mayoral model across the UK.

The party should move to partially reverse Thatcher’s abolition of metropolitan governance by introducing ‘metro mayors’ for city regions other than London. (The Government has signalled an intention to legislate to permit the election of conurbation mayors, but is yet to act.) These positions differ from those on offer at last year’s mayoral referendums both in the size of their constituency – drawn according to genuine city areas rather than local authority borders – and the level of policy power granted to office-holders. Metro mayors direct strategic planning, transport and infrastructure policy as well as police and crime strategies. Labour should mandate that these mayoralties be introduced, alongside combined authorities to hold incumbents to account, in each of the core city regions. Imposing mayors without holding a referendum might be contentious, but could be justified as a growth-generating measure; and running plebiscites at this time of squeezed public finances could be considered a more politically precarious move than failing to consult the electorate.

The party should additionally facilitate the installation of elected mayors in distinct local authority areas by instituting an alternative trigger for mayoral referendums. Petitioners should be required to gather the signatures of either 10,000 voters or the present threshold of 5% of the electorate – whichever is smaller – whilst the council majority necessary to establish an elected mayoralty should be reduced from two thirds to 60%. Finally, where local government is failing endemically, Labour should direct authorities to hold referendums and the Electoral Commission to provide voters with impartial information regarding the advantages and shortcomings of the model.

Regional strategies

Following the abolition of Regional Development Agencies (RDAs), there is no structure in many parts of the UK to enable the coordination of growth strategies at the regional level. This represents an obstacle to the efficient planning of projects operating across multiple LEP areas, such as large-scale transport schemes.

One policy option is to simply resurrect RDAs, but this would merely generate a spuriously costly layer of bureaucracy whilst diluting the crucial leadership roles fulfilled by LEPs within their own areas. Instead, Labour should provide a rudimentary level of funding and administrative support to enable LEPs and local authorities to form ‘light touch’ regional strategic networks. Whilst lacking the civil service capacity and binding decision-making powers of RDAs (or combined authorities,) these networks would provide a mechanism for metro mayors and regional leaders to coordinate spending decisions across LEP area-borders and speak with one voice regarding their region’s infrastructural needs.
Working with Whitehall

Ed Miliband’s Government should assume a principally facilitative approach to LEPs. This could be achieved by significantly increasing LEP capacity funding and ensuring channels enabling expansive data sharing between those bodies, the Office for National Statistics and government departments are in place.

Nonetheless, the government must of course be able to hold LEPs to account in a transparent, effectual manner. A recent Select Committee report⁵ argues that LEPs are unclear as to where responsibility for their work lies in Whitehall, and that a single Minister with accountability for their activities should be appointed within the department for Business, Innovation and Skills. This reform, alongside the relocation of all officials tasked with negotiating with and on behalf of LEPs to a single department, would result in streamlined and strengthened dealings between the government and local leaders. This Ministry should, however, be located under Labour in a department with a pan-governmental purview, such as the Treasury or Cabinet Office. This proposal reflects that Labour’s LEPs will have dealings with multiple departments in addition to BIS, and is aimed at preventing partnerships from becoming marginalised through inter-departmental conflict.

Conclusion – Labour’s LEPs

By building on Lord Heseltine’s vision to institute a democratic and operational framework for LEPs reflecting One Nation Labour values, the next Labour government could deliver a durable and highly effective system of local economic governance. By placing localism at the centre of our economic strategy, we could renew Britain’s competitiveness, broker a more equal distribution of the UK’s income amongst its workforce, rejuvenate those parts of our country left to wither by Thatcherite economics, and demonstrate our ambition and ability to fundamentally rebalance the economy to an electorate hungry for change.

[2] The figure given by Heseltine in his report is actually £49 billion, but the peer has subsequently stated that this was a miscalculation and that the correct total is in fact £70 billion.

[3] Only one combined authority has to date been established, although four more are currently being set up and are expected to become active by April 2014. Lord Adonis describes his preferred model for these authorities in his *North East Independent Economic Review Report* (North East Local Enterprise Partnership, 2013, http://www.nelep.co.uk/media/2935/nelep_ipad-version_hires.pdf)


The Government’s approach to youth unemployment is failing. There are nearly one million young people unemployed in the UK and since the coalition came into power, the youth unemployment rate has risen from 19.3% to 21.4\%\textsuperscript{1}. Nick Clegg’s £1bn Youth Contract has only managed to deliver 4,690 jobs for young people\textsuperscript{2}, and David Cameron and George Osborne have failed to stimulate job creation in the economy. We believe that Labour must offer a real alternative.

Youth unemployment is a complex problem which has complex causes. The recession and austerity measures have led to job cuts and fewer jobs being created. In some areas, there are thousands of people applying for the same job, while in many organisations young people are often the first employees to go. Youth unemployment was rising even before the recession and the rate of unemployment has consistently been higher for young people compared to those over 25\textsuperscript{3}. Our education system and careers service have fallen short in providing many young people with the skills and knowledge needed in the labour market. These dynamic and structural issues call for bold responses. The challenge for the youth unemployment policy commission was to think big, to add to the rich set of work that has already been done,\textsuperscript{4} and to produce bold ideas that would help get young people into work.

Responses to youth unemployment need to be nuanced. Across Europe, the blanket term ‘young people’ is used to describe all 16-24 year olds, nearly one in four of whom are unem-
ployed. Individuals in this group face different challenges in the labour market depending on age, social background and experience, and policy makers should recognise these differences and think about how youth employment policies affect the different sub-groups.

The policy commission on youth unemployment was led by young people directly affected by the problem, with diverse experiences of unemployment. We recognise our responsibility and stake in the policy formation process and hold a desire to hold our political, business and third sector leaders to account. As a result we have produced this set of recommendations that we believe will help Britain have the infrastructure to tackle youth unemployment.

**Revolutionise the careers service**

We need a careers service that serves local needs and delivers for all young people. To be prepared for the labour market, young people need tailored careers advice and support that is informed by employer needs.

The current careers service is failing. One in four young people get no careers advice at all and a third of young people rely on their television sets. Virtually no-one believes the careers education they received at school was adequate to prepare them for the realities of the modern labour market. In our focus group, none of the young people participating had received any careers advice from their school. With the exception of guidance through the UCAS process and assisting with university applications, schools consistently fail to offer their students help with transitioning out of school.

Since 2010, the careers service offered to young people has substantially declined. The CBI have recently concluded that school careers advice is on ‘life support’, whilst the House of Commons Education Committee have presented evidence that the quality and quantity of guidance for young people is deteriorating just when it is needed most.

There is a lack of the face-to-face provision that young people value most. Connexions and pre-2010 careers guidance were not fit for purpose but the current government scrapped them without putting in an adequate alternative. Young people are paying the price. A revolution in careers education is required.

**Case Study:** Kate left her grammar school in Kent after completing her AS-levels, but she failed to receive any careers advice from her school about her future options. After struggling to find any full time jobs with career potential, it was nearly a year before she came across the City Gateway apprenticeship scheme. Within 4 weeks she was delighted to secure a job at the House of Commons in the Public Information and Outreach team.

“If you weren’t interested in UCAS, there was no help offered at all. There is no one in schools to tell young people about the opportunities that are available for them.”

The more contact young people have with employers whilst they are still at school the less likely they are to become NEET; yet employer interaction with schools is inconsistent. Some employers have reported problems with engaging their local schools, who fail to see careers education as a priority. A cultural shift is needed – schools need to place a far higher value on providing careers advice and support.

**We need innovative policies to revolutionise the careers service**

**WorkFirst**

We propose the creation of a high-quality graduate programme that recruits and trains talented people to broker and directly deliver careers support for young people in schools located in the disadvantaged neighbourhoods where youth unemployment is highest.

WorkFirst professionals would help ensure that young people understand the variety of options available to them, including the academic, vocational, and entrepreneurial routes. WorkFirst professionals would also ensure that young people have realistic expectations of work, through co-ordinating work experience placements and learning visits to workplaces. The programme would also include opportunities for WorkFirst professionals to shadow industry professionals from a variety of sectors.

**A new Careers Agency**

WorkFirst professionals would work within a new Careers Agency in each functional labour market. These should be locally designed by Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs), with the support of the National Careers Service, rather than forced on each locality as a ‘one size fits all’ national service. LEPs should look to add capacity and join-up existing work by employers, schools, the third sector and public sector organisations with an interest in young people, rather than establishing completely new initiatives.

The Careers Agencies themselves would be responsible for ensuring that every young person leaving school has a progression plan tailored to their needs. We would like to see every local Careers Agency include a permanent rolling secondment post filled with a candidate from the private sector to work alongside the permanent team, which would provide an avenue for local businesses’ commitment to their communities, whilst also ensuring that the careers agency retains strong links with the local labour market.

**Integrating Labour Market Information into careers advice**

Young people need to be informed of the statistical likelihood of finding a job if they choose to take a particular career route. As research by the Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion has shown, there are huge variances in the number of jobs available in each sector of the economy, and huge mismatches between the occupations young people are training for and the jobs
We would like to see Local Enterprise Partnerships build Labour Market Information [LMI] Hubs, which bring together the multitude of sources of LMI, and make it accessible to schools, careers advice providers and other relevant parties. This should be made into easily-digestible materials that young people themselves have access to so that every young person is empowered to determine their own future.

Upgrade the education system

A curriculum for the future

Our education system needs to be upgraded to fit with the needs of the global economy. We need to look to industries with potential for growth. Companies in the digital sector are expanding at a faster rate than in other industries, employing more and more people across the country. This is a trend which is likely to accelerate going forwards.

We need to ensure that we are developing a technologically literate workforce. ICT and computing should be treated as a central part of the curriculum – with students being given the opportunity to learn coding skills in schools. The UK should look at the path taken by Estonia, which is internationally recognised as a model for building a digital-friendly education system, with primary school programmes teaching children how to code and an emphasis on online education. Modern languages should also come to the fore, not only for their relevance in an increasingly globalised economy, but because they can develop soft skills too.

Teaching and assessment to equip our workforce for the future

Often, the skills that employers complain young people lack are ‘soft skills’. Methods of teaching and assessment can be instrumental in nurturing the competencies that every young person needs to succeed in the labour market. Collaborative learning and group work help to build team-working and leadership skills, whilst individual presentations can strengthen confidence and verbal communication. English schools should look to Scotland’s Curriculum for Excellence, which integrates methods of learning that build transferrable skills into all subjects.

Case Study: Catch22 provides services that help people in tough situations to turn their lives around. It provides alternative education programmes for young people through its own schools network. Its ‘Into Work’ programme works closely with the priorities of the individuals and the school, and links them to local businesses and employers with specific expertise. Topics taught include enterprise, business skills, communication and presentation skills, financial literacy, career planning and guidance. 91% of their Year 11 learners at risk of NEET were sustained in education, employment or training 3 months after their intervention.
Learning from the Catch22 case study, there is a role for WorkFirst professionals to play in developing employability in the classroom. They can act as a bridge between the classroom and the workplace by reaching out to local businesses, encouraging them to participate in delivering employability sessions in school.

**Local Business Governors in schools**

We propose that every school appoints a Local Business Governor who would provide the school with strategic direction, practical advice and access to networks, and help bridge the gap between schools and the local labour market.

**Deliver more work that works**

We need to create high quality jobs and apprenticeships that offer young people progression and development opportunities. These jobs are good for young people and good for business - promoting employee motivation, productivity and loyalty.

Young people themselves are well aware of the value of apprenticeships – there is a huge surplus of demand. 54% of young people in England responding to a recent survey said that an apprenticeship would be their first choice upon leaving school, if one was available. The number of young people applying for apprenticeship programmes is staggering. In 2012 – 2013, there were 1,255,090 applications for just 115,310 apprenticeships. This equates to 11 people applying for every apprenticeship place. This demonstrates the scale of the challenge we face in ensuring there are sufficient high-quality apprenticeships being created to meet the demand of our school leavers and the needs of the British economy.

We suggest the following steps to boost the number of apprenticeships being offered:

**Creating new jobs for young people through social infrastructure projects**

We should create jobs for young people by investing in infrastructure projects. We should commit to building one million new homes, renovating and building new schools, and using procurement powers to ensure young people get a fair share of the jobs and apprenticeships resulting from these contracts. This strategy of investing in social infrastructure could put a clear dividing line between us and the coalition government’s austerity policies.

**Funding Apprenticeships for the future**

The current Apprenticeship Grant for Employers (AGE) scheme has had relative success in incentivising employers to hire young people. The current scheme offers £1,500 per apprentice for employers of up to 1,000 employees who hire up to ten apprentices, who have never hired an apprentice, or who have not had an apprentice in the last twelve months. It is payable in two amounts, one when an apprentice completes thirteen weeks of their apprenticeship and the
second when they complete their 52nd week, or their full apprenticeship framework, depending on which is the longer period.

We would reform apprenticeship funding in order to provide a more generous incentive to SMEs with fewer than 500 employees. SMEs are the most likely source for a job rich economic recovery, creating proportionately more jobs than larger companies. SMEs accounted for 85% of total employment growth between 2002 and 2010.\footnote{18}

Once employers have piloted apprenticeships they are normally keen to continue to grow them, but the key is incentivising them to take the first step and invest time and resources in establishing the apprenticeship programme. We therefore also recommend that employers be paid a higher amount for the first apprentice with smaller incentives being offered for the second to tenth apprentice in each organisation.

Finally, we would recommend that the payment is offered at two distinct points, one thirteen weeks into the apprenticeship, and the second after the apprentice has progressed into work. This would incentivise employers to hire young people beyond the completion of their apprenticeship, and provide a disincentive for less scrupulous employers to offer poor quality short-term experiences to a rolling stream of ‘apprentices’. We would suggest fifty per cent of the payment be made at thirteen weeks and remaining fifty per cent after the fourteenth month, i.e. two months after apprenticeship completion.

Kitemark

There are other ways in which businesses can be encouraged to develop best practice in hiring and developing young people. Businesses that implement policies and hiring practices that help tackle youth unemployment should be rewarded by a recognisable kitemark, developed by organisations such as Business in the Community or Investor in People with a coalition of youth organisations. This is an attempt to emulate the recognition given to the employers who have taken on apprentices through the Evening Standard’s Ladder for London campaign.

Conclusions

Revolutionising the careers service, upgrading the education system, and delivering work that works for young people is what we believe will lead to a reduction in youth unemployment, today and in the future. We call on the government, businesses and the third sector to keep youth employment a priority, for the future of our young people and our economy.


The Data Service, Apprenticeship vacancy reports (‘SSA data report 3’ (Sept to June 2013), 2013

The current situation

Adult social care in Britain is on the brink of crisis. Higher life expectancy means that in coming years there are going to be more people requiring adult social care, while care services themselves are already facing severe constraints. Meanwhile, there is a personnel crisis: workers are demoralised and overworked, while a dwindling number of people are willing to work in the sector.[1] Local government officials warn of what they call ‘the jaws of death’: as a rise in demand for social care meets a fall in the funding available.

As Andy Burnham puts it:
“We are fundamentally failing in the way as a society we’re caring for older people, because the system at the moment is one where we are cutting social care and letting people drift towards acute hospitals in ever greater numbers.”

Due to cost and availability, caring responsibilities are taken up by family members, often older women. Similarly, the dearth of quality, affordable childcare means that the sense of impending crisis across the care sector is growing. Such is the cost of childcare, that many couples are
opting for one parent – often the mother – to stay at home to care for the child, or relying on grandparents – again, often the grandmother, when it comes to childcare. Families are feeling the crunch.

During the final days of the last Labour government, attempts were made to find a cross-party solution to Britain’s care crisis, but tri-partite talks – with Burnham, Andrew Lansley and Steve Webb the key figures – foundered amidst mutual acrimony and controversy over funding methods. It may have been that the Conservatives hoped that they would be able to revisit the issue with the aid of a parliamentary majority, but, after the inconclusive result of the 2010, they again found themselves having to seek a cross-party consensus on social care.

As many a government has done when handed a particularly thorny policy issue, in 2010 the coalition referred the issue for consideration by a commission. The coalition asked Andrew Dilnot to chair its commission on Care Funding and Support – and thus the Dilnot Commission was born. The primary recommendation from the Dilnot Report that ensued was that an individual’s contribution to the costs of their care should be capped at £35,000. However, the government announced plans that would cap individuals’ care costs only at £72,000, from 2016. Labour has opposed these plans, claiming that they would help too few people. Indeed, the government has said just one in eight will benefit from the changes. Meanwhile, on Labour’s side, a far more radical approach was emerging, described by Burnham as ‘whole person care’: the integration of health and social care across one system instead of three. There remained just two questions: how do you get there, and how do you pay for it?

Our approach and findings

There already exists a great and growing number of studies into the care crunch and the costs of care. From a Labour perspective, the idea of ‘whole person care’ is one that is unlikely to be bettered. This chapter will look at the opinions of young people themselves – who will feel the pinch of the care crisis most acutely – and to suggest what, if anything, this would reveal about the crucial questions.

We conducted a 14-question survey for under-31 year-olds, which was conducted online via Google over a weeklong period. The findings of these surveys were discussed as part of an e-roundtable between Young Fabian members. In addition to this, we spoke with various stakeholders within care including a former young carer, and three students from Kingston University’s Social Work BA programme.

Survey findings

Reflecting a combination of young people’s personal priorities large majorities thought very little about either childcare or social care. Asked how often they thought about social care, 74 per cent of respondents thought about social care hardly at all (nine per cent ‘not at all’, 29 per cent ‘very rarely’, and 36 per cent ‘occasionally’). Only a narrow rump of respondents thought about social care ‘all the time’ (four per cent).
These results were the cause of considerable consternation amongst participants in our e-roundtable. Participants suggested that the best course of action might be a campaign to better inform the public about the costs of care. However, the experience of charity campaigners and other advocacy groups is that the value of such campaigns is limited; and, government awareness-raising schemes – for instance on the issue of immigration – tend to be a double-edged sword. As the Conservatives have recently found, attempts to raise awareness on the issue of immigration have worked, but the government is still seen as incapable of dealing with (read: “controlling”) immigration.

Equally, responses to questions within the same survey caused us to query the value of the endeavour itself. When asked about the cost of childcare, 75 per cent of respondents thought about childcare either ‘not at all’ (seven per cent), ‘very rarely’ (31 per cent) or ‘occasionally’ (37 per cent). A mere 22 per cent of respondents thought about childcare ‘frequently’, and an eccentric three per cent thought about it ‘all the time’. However, it would seem unlikely in the extreme that the same cohort would still be as uninterested in the costs of childcare in a decades’ time, when we would expect more of them to begin facing those costs. A better question might be not the views of young people, but the views of those already facing those costs today. As Burnham discovered during cross-party talks, however, the preferences of low-information voters cannot be discarded. Ultimately, that seventy-four percent will have to meet some (or all) of the costs of care. Their initial reactions to funding mechanisms are therefore of significant importance.

As with the overall population, there is broad support for a stronger social care system than the one we have currently: just as long as someone else pays for it. Only 30 per cent agreed that the preservation of life savings and possessions should be most important consideration for policymakers, while, 54 per cent disagreed. However, when asked if they supported a levy on savings and property to finance adult social care – the funding mechanism discussed in the pre-2010 talks on social care – only 39 per cent backed the measure, while 56 per cent of respondents disagreed with the assertion that ‘the costs of adult social care should, where possible, fall on the user’. As a general principle, respondents rejected the idea that social care should subsidise the savings of users; on a specific level, they resisted strongly the idea of giving up their own savings and possessions to fund a care system.

**Interview with social work students**

As successive reforms to higher education funding have shown, governments are able to move the debate if they have support for initial propositions – that the user should pay some of the costs of their education directly – and strong support at an elite level. A similar combination exists for social care funding, with most respondents accepting the need for a measure of individual sacrifice, and a recognition among the commissioners of care that costs will have to be partially met by users.

Rather than funding social care through general taxation, which would be difficult with an ageing population and less money around, the students argued that “it is hard to see that social care will not have to paid for by the individual” through a contributory, pensions-style mechanism.
Our interviews with social work students uncovered widespread anxiety about how austerity will impact the quality and provision of social and care work, but they also suggested ways of moving closer towards whole person care. There was concern, on both an philosophical and practical level that some of the policy choices made by the Coalition were imperiling the sector:

“The ‘Big Society’ doesn’t really work with social care, because high quality social care needs a highly trained workforce.”

“Councils have had to cut nearly a third of their budgets on social care services. Although there are areas where efficiency savings could be made, cuts this deep will undoubtedly diminish service quality.”

However, the students did identify a number of areas where savings could be made within the sector, largely through breaking down the ‘silo’ of care provision. “Every social worker should have a laptop, so that they could do the paperwork online with the patient at the time.” In the London Boroughs of Croydon and Merton, “de-silosation” of care services has saved money and space, while bringing care services under one roof and moving towards the ideal of ‘whole person care’.

There was also strong support for reform within the sector. An overly defensive bureaucracy, and a litigation-fearing culture were strongly criticised, particularly within childcare services.

“Social care services focus too much on procedure and process; on numbers and meeting targets, rather than front-line care. […] There is no real assessment of the work we do with their patients. Performance should be rated from service user satisfaction rather than meeting targets.”

Students felt that the casework burden on individual social workers was too high, arguing that smaller caseloads would improve quality of care and patient satisfaction, as “patients want continuity; the same social worker for a long period of time, so they can build a relationship.” Conversations with patients and carers alike confirmed that lack of continuity was a perennial source of discomfort for stakeholders.

Students agreed that a move to a preventative model of care would save money and prevent “social care services from becoming overheated in the future.” Early intervention mechanisms were cited as an area that should be protected at all costs as local and national governments make savings and pare back services. The students also expressed a strong concern that patient satisfaction was not given sufficient weight by the bureaucracy, arguing that “happiness should be a key measurement of success in services”.

This should hearten Labour, indicating that there is a strong bedrock of support within the sector for de-siloisation and the whole person care model, while the idea of ranking local authorities through patient satisfaction might also prove a key driver of reforms.
Interview with a young carer

In speaking to young people, and to the future class of social workers, we spoke to those who were destined either to pay for, receive or provide care, but we also spoke to a group that is often forgotten. Valerie, a young carer, is one of a ‘hidden army’ of young carers, estimated at numbering 750,000 in the UK. This averages out at 12 young carers in every secondary school.

Valerie was clear: “I wouldn’t change that fact that I was a young carer. It has made me the person I am today and every young carer I have worked with over the years would say the same.” But she was equally clear that her role as a carer lacked both adequate recognition and support from either care professionals or other authority figures:

“[I wanted] teachers, social workers and health professionals to have a better understanding about the huge responsibilities I had at home. […] A lot of young carers are providing 50+ hours of care a week and so handing in a piece of homework late should not be met with detention at school. Every school should have a key ‘young carers’ person. […] Young carers still remain hidden and so are not receiving any support. Awareness campaigns are desperately needed and can be done through young carers projects. I think a holistic family approach is needed in order to provide support that recognizes the needs of not only the cared for, but the wider family and the impact changes have on everyone.”

Conclusions

Even allowing for the partisan bias inherent to conducting a poll largely advertised through Fabian networks, the poll finds a broadly similar outlook amongst 16-31 year olds as their older peers. Unfortunately for policymakers, these offer no clearer a set of policy guidelines than their older peers have. There is strong support for adult social care; but incoherence as far as funding is concerned. Similarly, there is broad support for childcare; but uncertainty as to provision.

While there is a greater level of coherence about funding mechanisms amongst young producers and providers within the sector, and a widespread appreciation of the need for so-called ‘switch spending’, complex and at times contradictory impulses remain; for example, the same students who recognise that they could be tasked with more paperwork on the go also argue for a smaller overall caseload.

How might we cut through the incoherence and the contradiction? For young people, it is inescapably difficult to imagine what their care needs might be in the event of old age, infirmity or illness, to bridge the gulf between what they know of their grandparents’ needs, and what they might yet need themselves, while care-users and young carers find their own needs are often ill-served.

A new model of measuring results in the care sector, as mooted by both social work students and ‘Valerie’ might yet provide the answer. A ‘happiness index’, of patient and carer satisfaction,
should be used to assess the performance of care services alongside current performance-based indices. In the future, this would help develop a care system in line with the wishes of care users, while speeding along the break-up of the NHS and care services’ silo models. A measurement for success that puts happiness, not just numbers, at the heart of social care, could prove the best way of separating what we think we want from what we actually want.

[1] Falls in the overall number of people becoming social workers have been observed for almost a decade: [E. Harlow, Why Don’t Women Want To Be Social Workers Anymore? European Journal of Social Work, 2004). Surveys of the motivations and experiences of care workers themselves are low. However, the sector has one of the highest rates of staff turnover in the United Kingdom, and sixteen percent of the total workforce is drawn from recent migrant populations, so it is safe to say that the industry faces a problem in both recruitment and retention of staff.


[3] Not her real name
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